USS Delphyne 9907.26



Host Nicke_AGM says:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><

EO_Pax says:
::::in the Delphyne main engineering,looking over a few things:::

EsShere says:
::in her office going over the crews last reviws by the previous counselor.. a Lt Telico.. a bit of a paranoid by the looks of it::

CEOLefler says:
::walks out of quarters and heads for bridge::

FCO_Wall says:
::at FC on bridge::

OpsHansen says:
::On bridge::

CSOPoulos says:
::at sci station::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: news arrives via starfleet....directly for the Captains ears

CMO_Matt says:
@::on SB191::

Host CO_Grant says:
::in Ready Room::

EO_Pax says:
:::taps on a console, overlooking the display::::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::at SB1191, getting uniform laundered by ferengi::

MO_Lea says:
@::in room on SB191 and straitens her uniform::

CEOLefler says:
::enters Bridge::

CEOLefler says:
::walks up to Wall::

EsShere says:
::steps to the replicator for some juice::

CMO_Matt says:
@::turns to MO::When do you think we'll meet the Captain?

FCO_Wall says:
*CO* 5 minutes outside SB 191

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Answered my question.

CMO_Matt says:
@::a little uneasy, but forcing himself to remain calm under the situation::

Host CO_Grant says:
*FCO*: Very good as soon as we dock, see me in the ReadyRoom

ENG_Macph says:
@::in bar relieving nervousness::

OpsHansen says:
*CO*: Incoming message for you from Starfleet sir.  For you only.

EO_Pax says:
::::picks up a few PADD's containing Nanoprobe specs and transwarp specs:::

FCO_Wall says:
::notices Lefler::

EO_Pax says:
self:Stupid nanites

Host CO_Grant says:
*OPSH*: Very good , route it to my station in ReadyRoom

MO_Lea says:
@CMO: I don't know. ::finishes hair::

FCO_Wall says:
*CO*: aye

EsShere says:
::stands there drinking it and going over the files of Officer Lynam::

CMO_Matt says:
@::shifts bags at his feet, looks once again out the viewport::

CEOLefler says:
FCO:  You get your R&R leave yet?

EO_Pax says:
:::opens his bag, placing the PADDs inside:::

OpsHansen says:
::Transfers message to Captain's RR::

Host CO_Grant says:
::waits for message::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: message to Captain Grant :: Captain Grant , we have received your request conerning mister Lynam.  Due to extenuating circumstances and recent events , we concur for you to handle the situation in "house".  

EO_Pax says:
:::goes back to overlooking the warp reactor:::

CMO_Matt says:
@::smiles at Lea::MO:This is a strange feeling.  I didn't expect it to be like this.

EsShere says:
::thinks the cranberries in the juice were to ripe when picked.. dang replicator... everything always perfect::

Host CO_Grant says:
::reads message with some surprise::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: no not yet, but I have some duty to perform after we dock

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: USS Delphyne is 5 minutes from SB191

CMO_Matt says:
@::straightens uniform for the umpteenth time::

MO_Lea says:
:: tries to still that strange feeling in her stomache and waits to be contacted::

ENG_Macph says:
@:: getting brushes off shoulders and straghtens collar::

CSOPoulos says:
::finishes report to give to the Capt::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Finds out that Ferengi shrunk his only uniform::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: how about you?

CMO_Matt says:
@::looks at MO curiosly::MO: Are you feeling all right?  Or just nervous.::smiles again::

Host CO_Grant says:
::reviews options for extra duty that might be suitable punishment err encouragement to not make same mistakes for Mr.Lynam::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Me too. I need to get the Starbase crew started on basic repairs, and I need to get my new EO acquainted.

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Puts on really bad Hawaiian shirt, only clothes left::

MO_Lea says:
@MO: Neither did I! I'm just a little nervous

EsShere says:
::recycles the glass and stacks her padds neatley on her desk smotthing her uniform and moving her hair out of her eyes::

CMO_Matt says:
@::smiles again::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Pulls on burmuda shorts, worries what new crew will think::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: hey you know were higher ranking officer...we have our responsibility we dont get to play...LOL

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: Starbase Announces the USS Delphyne incoming

CMO_Matt says:
@::picks up his baggage, and moves to the side of the large airlock::

CMO_Matt says:
@::gives an encouraging smile to MO::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::grabs duffle an heads to spacdock...very slowly::

CSOPoulos says:
::downloads the report onto a padd..::

ENG_Macph says:
@:: is having one last drink as the Delphyne is anounced::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: ::FC panel beeps:: excuse me we are approaching the SB

MO_Lea says:
@::smiles back and follows CMO::

CSOPoulos says:
::heads for the RR::

EO_Pax says:
:::sighs, taking one final look around main engineering, then heads for the bridge::::

Host CO_Grant says:
::Decides Mr.Lynam 's fate, grins evilly::

EsShere says:
::steps out of her office to head for the bridge for the docking::

CMO_Matt says:
@::stands near the airlock next to MO, remaining as still as possible::

EO_Pax says:
:::moments later, enters the bridge to see BS 191 in view:::

EO_Pax says:
<<SB>>

FCO_Wall says:
::prepares for docking procedures, reduces to 1/4 impulse::

MO_Lea says:
@::straitens her uniform again::

CSOPoulos says:
::pushes the button on the door::

CMO_Matt says:
@MO: Here goes everything.

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Arrives, at dock, hides behind MO::

ENG_Macph says:
@::heads towards airlock::

CMO_Matt says:
@::looks back to TO and nods, smiling::

MO_Lea says:
@::nods at Mo::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
<SB> COMM:Delphyne you are cleared for docking

Host CO_Grant says:
door: come in

EsShere says:
::moves into a TL stepping aside for a cocky Ensign who gives her a wink, smiles at herself as he turns away::

CSOPoulos says:
::enters the RR::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Blushes, smiles back,, sheepishly::

FCO_Wall says:
::reduces to full thrusters, delphyne approaches doorway::

EO_Pax says:
::::looks at the CEO and the rest of the bridge crew::::

Host CO_Grant says:
CSO: what brings you to see me?

OpsHansen says:
COMM:SB191: Affirmative starbase control.

CSOPoulos says:
CO: sir, here is the report on my scans of Miradorn and Cyasta Core... ::reaches padd to him::

Host CO_Grant says:
::takes padd, looks it over::

ENG_Macph says:
@::arrives and sees th others await::

EO_Pax says:
:::strides over to the engineering panel on deck 1:::

Host CO_Grant says:
CSO: excellent work, make sure this gets to the main science department at Starfleet headquarters

MO_Lea says:
@::does deep breathing exercises to calm herself::

EsShere says:
::steps out of the TL and onto the bridge noting the CO is not there and takes her seat::

FCO_Wall says:
::delphyne passes by the doorway into the SB glides to a stop::

CSOPoulos says:
CO: aye sir...

FCO_Wall says:
::shuts down all FC systems, completes docking procedures::

OpsHansen says:
:;Begins shutting down systems for docked status::

CMO_Matt says:
@::straigtens uniform one last time:: All: This reminds me of my first trip away from home...almost.

Host CO_Grant says:
CSO: Make sure you rotate your staff for R&R

CSOPoulos says:
CO: I'm already on it , sir

CSOPoulos says:
::turns to exit the RR::

Host CO_Grant says:
CSO: Dismissed

EsShere says:
::has decided to ask the CO if she should go and meet some of the new crew, waits for him to come out of the RR::

MO_Lea says:
@CMO: 'Couldn't have been this bad! ::smiles nervously:

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Looks at shirt, and thinks "At least it's yellow, right color for TAC"::

Host CO_Grant says:
*Mr.Wall: Are we there yet?


CSOPoulos says:
::exits RR::

CMO_Matt says:
@::smiles back to MO::MO:No, I guess not.

FCO_Wall says:
::gets up walks toward Capt RR door, rings chime::

EO_Pax says:
:::nods at the CSO::::

CSOPoulos says:
::walks to Sci panel.. checks who is on R&R::

Host CO_Grant says:
Door: Come IN

FCO_Wall says:
::enters RR::

MO_Lea says:
@::thinks of meeting the new captain and her face turns even paler::

Host CO_Grant says:
Mr.Wall: Report

CMO_Matt says:
@::folds arms across his chest::

ENG_Macph says:
@:: is a nervous wreck::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: docking procedures are complete and the crew is beginning there rotation and taking on supplies and repairs of the ship

MO_Lea says:
@::twists ring around her finger back and forth...back and forth::

CSOPoulos says:
::transmits report ot the StarBase's Science department.::

EO_Pax says:
:::waits near the RR to speak with the CO::::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Good, I understand we are getting some new crewmembers, make the welcome

OpsHansen says:
::Shuts down OPS and heads for her quarters for shore leave::

EsShere says:
::brings up a few more files on her console beside her chair::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye, may I speak to about something?

CEOLefler says:
::Monitors power feed from SB 191::

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: go ahead

CMO_Matt says:
@MO: I bet the sick bay is going to be a mess. ::sighs, and continues to wait::

FCO_Wall says:
::stands there in front of the CO's RR Desk, with the look of the hardest thing he's had to do on his face:: CO: you are not going like what I have to say. ::sighs::

EO_Pax says:
:::Looks in the direction of Lefler::::

MO_Lea says:
@::whispers to CMO:: CMO: Do you have anything with you for an upset stomache?

Host CO_Grant says:
::looks over the report from Psion about shuttle codes::

CEOLefler says:
EO: Waiting to get officially dismissed?

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: then spit it out

CMO_Matt says:
@::pats bag pockets::MO: Sorry, I could fix you something up at SB.

FCO_Wall says:
CO: this will save some time of Lt. Psion's investigation of Lynam's  AWOL easier, because I supported Lynam and gave him the codes to get off the Delphyne. I was going to go with him but I had changed my mind. ::stands in silence, anticipating a not so good response from the Captain::

EO_Pax says:
CEO:That and waiting to see the captain

MO_Lea says:
@CMO: You're probably right...

CMO_Matt says:
@MO: If they ever let is in the ship, that is. ::smiles again, takes a quick glance at the others waiting::

CEOLefler says:
EO: Well if you have time after you dissembark. Come down to the bar. If I'm there I'll buy you a drink.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: security teams leave the ship to retrieve Mr. Lynam

CMO_Matt says:
@::starts to get uneasy again, but forces himself to be calm::

EO_Pax says:
:::smiles:::CEO:Yes sir..

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: I expect better judgement from you. However I am pleased that you came to me instead of waiting to be discovered. According to this report a member of the senior staff did give Lynam the codes

MO_Lea says:
@:;smiles back and follows CMO's glance::

CMO_Matt says:
@::watches as the security teams pass::All: What's this all about?

CEOLefler says:
OPS: Maybe you should invite the new officers on board. I am sure they are gettng ancious

TO_Hawkes says:
@ MO,CMO,: So, where y'all from?

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: Nevertheless I am still offering you the XO 's job. And if you ever do anything that stupid it again it might cost you your career or get you promoted

CMO_Matt says:
@::grins::TO: San Francisco.

MO_Lea says:
@CMO: I have no Idea. TO: Earth! ::beams::

EsShere says:
::looks at the CEO: CEO you are prob right..

ENG_Macph says:
@ ALL: HI :

MO_Lea says:
@TO: Colorado to be exact.

CMO_Matt says:
@::looks to everyone standing there::ENG: Where are you from?

EO_Pax says:
::::wonders if the FCO will ever be out of the RR:::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: ::doesnt know what to say:: thank you sir.....absolutly it wont happen again! I except

ENG_Macph says:
@CMO: Badenoch, Scotland:

Host CO_Grant says:
::waits for Mr.Wall's response::

TO_Hawkes says:
@MO, CMO, ENG ::Point's at self:: I'm from Grogia, Myself.

CMO_Matt says:
@ENG: really?  My mother is from Scotland, I've visited there quite a few times.

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: Go meet our new officers and have them brought to me as soon as my next visitor is finished

CEOLefler says:
::Waks up to empty OPS station::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye! ::smiles and exits out onto the bridge::

ENG_Macph says:
@CMO: aye

EO_Pax says:
:::rings the RRs chime:::

Host CO_Grant says:
Door: Come in

CEOLefler says:
*COMM: SB191 Airlock*: To all new Delphyne crew memebers. Please report to your department heads onboard. Thank you

EO_Pax says:
::::enters the captains ready room::::

EsShere says:
::sees Wall coming out of the RR:: Wall: Would you like company to go greet the new crew?

CMO_Matt says:
@::smiles inwardly...I am my department head::

Host CO_Grant says:
Pax: Hello Pax, already packed and ready to abandon me I see

CEOLefler says:
FCO: I al ready told the new officers to come aboard. You were a bit busy

MO_Lea says:
@All: here we go! CMO: I'll report to you!

EO_Pax says:
CO:Well, sir. I just wanted to say its been.....fun serving aboard the Delphyne

CMO_Matt says:
@::smiles::MO: Let's get going.

EsShere says:
::looks at Wall and then Lefler::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: I better go with you and meet the new EO

Host CO_Grant says:
:: gets up from chair and extends hand to shake Pax's::

CMO_Matt says:
@::steps forward into the airlock and into the Delphyne, taking a few moments to take in the feeling::

CSOPoulos says:
Wall: you going on R&R soon?

EO_Pax says:
CO:And im sorry if in the past my experiments::::remembers the nanites:::have caused the ship trouble

Host CO_Grant says:
Pax: It was a pleasure serving with you , most of the time

Host CO_Grant says:
::shakes hands::

EO_Pax says:
:::shakes the CO's hand::::

FCO_Wall says:
::enters TL, waits for CEO:: CSO: I dont know Lt.

EO_Pax says:
CO:Good luck sir with your new crew

Host CO_Grant says:
Pax: Good Luck on the Andromeda

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Better tell all the newbies to go somewhere in particular. I think I have them wondering the ship.

Host CO_Grant says:
PAX: dismissed

EsShere says:
::sees Mr wall is distracted and goes back to have a seat.. he will contact her if he needs her::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Walks nervously onto Delphyne:;

MO_Lea says:
@:walk into Airlock, trying not to stumble::

ENG_Macph says:
@:: enters airlock, wlaks through and boards the Delphyne:

EO_Pax says:
CO:Thank you sir ::::exits the RR:::

CMO_Matt says:
@::assists MO:: There you go, watch your step./


FCO_Wall says:
*SEC* inform the new crewmembers to wait outside the airlock I am on my way to greet them

CEOLefler says:
FCO:  Mind if I join. Nothing else for me to do until SB personnel gets to work

CMO_Matt says:
::looks around the ships airlock::MO: Nice.

EO_Pax says:
::::takes one final look around the bridge::::

OpsLynam says:
::Sees security team from the Del enter the brig and converse with the guards::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: no problem

Host CO_Grant says:
:::reads profiles, hmmm doctors::

CEOLefler says:
:Follows Wall::

CSOPoulos says:
FCO: let me know when you go off it's about my turn

EO_Pax says:
::::enters the turbolift::

MO_Lea says:
CMO: yeah...

Host CO_Grant says:
::tired of EMH and PAX's efforts::

CMO_Matt says:
MO: I suppose we should wait..

MO_Lea says:
CMO: love the airlock!

CEOLefler says:
CSO: See you at the bar tonight

CMO_Matt says:
::smiles at MO::

FCO_Wall says:
::exits TL, heads down corridor to Airlock::

EO_Pax says:
:::adjusts his bag::: TL:Main airlock

CSOPoulos says:
CEO: when you going on R&R?

CMO_Matt says:
::notices the approaching officers, and readies himself mentally::

EO_Pax says:
::::rides down the lift:::

CEOLefler says:
*CSO*: After I finish getting the Sb crew to work on reapirs. About 5-10 min

CEOLefler says:
::behind Wall all the way::

MO_Lea says:
::stands up strait::

EO_Pax says:
::::approaches the air lock and thinks "Ohh good the newbies"::::

CSOPoulos says:
*CEO* let me know, I will join you... I'm almost done here

OpsLynam says:
::Gives August a long hug and recieves a kiss on the cheek.  Follows the team out of the brig.::

FCO_Wall says:
::appraoches the new officers::

CEOLefler says:
::Sees Pax approach from behind::

EO_Pax says:
:::behind the CEO:::

CEOLefler says:
PAX: Leaving?

CMO_Matt says:
::stands straight, firm and ready::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Straightens... for what its worth::

OpsLynam says:
::Begins whistling "The Great Escape"::

EO_Pax says:
CEO:Aye sir, i wanted to greet my replacement first

CEOLefler says:
*CSO* Understood

ENG_Macph says:
:: straightens uniform ::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: Commander K'rel leaves the ship to meet with the Klingon Attache"

MO_Lea says:
::wonders why the ens. is not in uniform::

CEOLefler says:
EO: Well good luck. Hopefully We'll see eachother again. Work together.

Host CO_Grant says:
::Prepares orders to detail Mr.Lynam to perform claim processing at SB191 for a week. Notes this week is full of vile smelling , vile tempered persons filing claims from the Dominion war::

EO_Pax says:
:::walks along side Lefler:::

FCO_Wall says:
ALL: welcome onboard the Delphyne I am Lt. Cmdr Bernie Wall, this is Lt. Cmdr Brian Lefler CEO.

CSOPoulos says:
::finishes up work, waiting for the CEO::

CEOLefler says:
::nods::

EO_Pax says:
:::smiles at the new crew members:::

CMO_Matt says:
::nods to both of the Lieutenant Commanders::

EO_Pax says:
:::nudges Wall a lil:::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Tries to dissapear::

MO_Lea says:
::smiles and nods::

ENG_Macph says:
:: a little smile appears ::

FCO_Wall says:
ALL: um and this is EO Johan Pax

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:SB191:StarbaseCommander: I have decided to assign Mr.Lynam extra duty assisting you in processing claims agains the Federation for collateral damage during the Dominion War. I am sure he will perform with gusto

EO_Pax says:
:::nods:::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Nods::

CMO_Matt says:
::nods once again::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: CEO Pax. USS Andromeda::Smiles::

MO_Lea says:
::nods again::

CMO_Matt says:
::noticing that nobody else is speaking, takes the opportunity:: FCO: I am Ensign Matthias Laiiron.

ENG_Macph says:
::nods:

Host ACTDNicke says:
<SB>COMM: Captain Grant: understood will take care of that for you. Your security team has already arrived, shall we detain him here or release him to your security people 

CMO_Matt says:
::looks to the MO::

EO_Pax says:
CMO,TO,MO,Eng:Welcome aboard, and good luck...Macph, after the formalities I would like a quick word with you

MO_Lea says:
FCO: I am Ensign Julian Lea.

CEOLefler says:
::whispers to Wall::: You're a natural at this.   ::chuckles::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Nods, Smiles::

CMO_Matt says:
::thanks Pax::

ENG_Macph says:
EO: aye

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:sb191cmdr: Release him and send him to me, I want to personnally hand him his assignment

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: ::whispers:: funny

EO_Pax says:
:::has Macph's profile in his hand behind his back::::

Host ACTDNicke says:
<SB>COMM: Captain Grant: aye sir

FCO_Wall says:
Ens: welcome onboard

CEOLefler says:
ALL: Ok enough of this. If you will all give your bags to the nice lackies next to you they will be taken to your quarters. Now if youwill all follow us we will take youto the Captain

Host ACTDNicke says:
<SB> ::contacts security to realease mr Lynam to them::

CMO_Matt says:
FCO: Thank you, sir.

ENG_Macph says:
::gives bags up::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Hands over bag::

EO_Pax says:
ENG:After that, meet me in main engineering

CMO_Matt says:
::takes a deep breath, and nods to CEO, turning to one of the men and hands him his bags::

MO_Lea says:
:;hands bags away and follows the FCO and CEO::

CEOLefler says:
::grins and nods widely::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: That wasn't so hard. Now was it?

FCO_Wall says:
ALL: yes once you are to drop off your things, you are too meet with Capt. Grant

CMO_Matt says:
::follows after the group::

ENG_Macph says:
EO: aye, I'll meet you there sir:

TO_Hawkes says:
::Follows everyone else::

CEOLefler says:
FCO/NewGuys: Lets move!

Host CO_Grant says:
::Somewhere on the starbase are several ill-tempered klingons ::

CSOPoulos says:
::signs off the terminal and heads for R&R::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Moves::

MO_Lea says:
::moves::

EO_Pax says:
::::heads out the airlock towards his temp quarters on SB 191:::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: ::whispers:: always a comedian arent you

OpsLynam says:
::Follows security toward the docking bay::

ENG_Macph says:
::follows Cmdr Wall::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: You know me. :)

CMO_Matt says:
::walks next MO, continuing to study the starship::

CEOLefler says:
::Everyone crowds into TL::

EO_Pax says:
:::stops Lynam on his way::::

CMO_Matt says:
::each detail is analyzed, each part of the hallway noticed::

EO_Pax says:
OPS:I just wanted to say good bye while I got the chance to

OpsLynam says:
::Smiles as Pax approaches::

MO_Lea says:
::tries to get a feel for the tempement of the senior officers::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: ::whispers:: you better watch out I just became the XO ::grins::

CMO_Matt says:
::once the feel of the ship is in place, he concentrates on the current officers as the turbolift ascends::

OpsLynam says:
@EO: Are you leaving us, or does Grant have something more permanent in mind for me?

EO_Pax says:
@OPS:Both, ive been transferd to the Andromeda as its CEO

FCO_Wall says:
::chuckles waiting for CEO's response::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: That won't sto Lynam and me from making your life hell.....Sir!

CMO_Matt says:
::feeling an urge to speak, he resists it and keeps his quiet, preparing to meet the captain::

CEOLefler says:
TL: Bridge!

CEOLefler says:
MO-Lea: Bit of a tight fit ey?

FCO_Wall says:
::approaches the new crewmember quarters::

CEOLefler says:
::flirtatious grin::

OpsLynam says:
@EO: Hey congratulations::Shakes his hand:: I guess I'll see you around.

CMO_Matt says:
::notices CEO's face and takes a deep breath::

MO_Lea says:
::wonders what the captain is like and begins twisting her ring again:: CMO:....

EO_Pax says:
@OPS:Good luck sir, you will someday :::smiles:::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Tries not to think about what CO is like:;

Host CO_Grant says:
::awaits new meat err new crew members::

MO_Lea says:
::drops her hands to her sides::

FCO_Wall says:
CMO: this is your quarters ::points::

CMO_Matt says:
::nods, and continues to follow::

EO_Pax says:
@OPS:Well I need to finish up a few things then meet the new EO in Main engineering

ENG_Macph says:
:: getting nervous again..needs a drink::

OpsLynam says:
@::Resumes journey to the airlock::

EO_Pax says:
@::::looks over a young female officer:::

MO_Lea says:
:;starts to get  very thirsty::

FCO_Wall says:
TO: Mr. Hawke that one is yours ::points to the next one down::

TO_Hawkes says:
FCO: Thanks, ::Looks:;

EO_Pax says:
@<Lt. Richey>I'll take those to your quarters sir ::::smiles:::

OpsLynam says:
:;Arrives at the Delphyne and is escorted toward the bridge::

EO_Pax says:
@Richey:Very well, t-thank you

CMO_Matt says:
::wonders when they're going to reach the bridge::

EO_Pax says:
@<Lt Richey>See you there ::::smiles:::

FCO_Wall says:
ALL: we"ll iron this out later we must me with the capt. Sec we take the rest of your this to your assigned quarters

MO_Lea says:
::wonders where her quarters are::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Thinks, "this ship is so much bigger than the sims"::

EO_Pax says:
@:::smiles and heads back for the Delphyne:::

CEOLefler says:
Self: Finally.

CMO_Matt says:
::nods slowly, and continue behind the crowd of officers::

ENG_Macph says:
::nw anxious t get settled

TO_Hawkes says:
::Follows:;

EO_Pax says:
:::enters the airlock back on the Delphyne:::

FCO_Wall says:
::enters TL, with group in tow::

FCO_Wall says:
TL: bridge

CEOLefler says:
::notices Wall heard and give big thumbs up with dumb looking grin::

CMO_Matt says:
::waits silently in the turbolift::

OpsLynam says:
::Arrives on bridge::

EO_Pax says:
::::enters a turbolift with a grin:::TL:Main engineering

FCO_Wall says:
::TL stop, exits onto bridge::

Host CO_Grant says:
*Counselor Join me in The REady Room to evaluate our new crew members

MO_Lea says:
::tries to suppress the impulse to twist her ring::

CMO_Matt says:
::walks out into the bridge, and quickly begins to look it over::

FCO_Wall says:
ALL: this way ::motions to the RR::

CMO_Matt says:
::notices MO and smiles to himself::

EO_Pax says:
:::exits the lift walking proudly towards ME::::

CMO_Matt says:
::follows Wall to the ready room::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Walks onto bridge, looks at Tactical:;

OpsLynam says:
::Notices Wall and a group of jounior officers arrive::

ENG_Macph says:
::follows the group::

CEOLefler says:
Lea: Good luck

CMO_Matt says:
::hands folded behind his back::

MO_Lea says:
::tries to look as if she gets new postions every day::

FCO_Wall says:
::enters RR with officers::

EsShere says:
*CO* :Yes sir

CMO_Matt says:
::follows the group into the ready room::

CEOLefler says:
OPS: Hey Lynam! They let you out?

EO_Pax says:
:::enters ME, looking around:::Self:Hmm must not be done yet

FCO_Wall says:
CO: our new officers

MO_Lea says:
::wonders what the CEO meant...::

EsShere says:
::puts her padds down and chimes the RR:

TO_Hawkes says:
::Enters RR, and comes to attention::

Host CO_Grant says:
::Observes MR.Wall lead in new crew and the counselor::

EsShere says:
::enters::

CMO_Matt says:
::stands at attention, jaw clenched, and ready to meet the captain::

CSOPoulos says:
::noticing strange fiuxuation in the sensors...::

OpsLynam says:
CEO: Heck no, I escaped and convinced these two to come with me!  How ya been?

MO_Lea says:
::stand at attention::

ENG_Macph says:
::excited feeling over taking body::

CSOPoulos says:
::fixes it without much dificulty... ::

Host CO_Grant says:
All: at ease, welcome to the USS Delphyne.

EsShere says:
::steps aside for the new crew members, smiling at them::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Goes to parade rest::

ENG_Macph says:
CO: thank-you sir

CEOLefler says:
OPS: Alright. I just left this floating bucket. If Grant doesn't ground you I'm expecting you at the bar tonight. Big party.

CMO_Matt says:
::takes down a little of his defenses, and nods to the Captain, letting out a small smile::

EO_Pax says:
:::plops down at a station, beginning to read "How to Succedd in quantum Physics without really trying":::::

MO_Lea says:
::tries to smile and nods to the CO::

FCO_Wall says:
::moves off to the side of the RR::

OpsLynam says:
CEO: I have a feeling my calender may be full for awhile, August says Hi by the way.

CMO_Matt says:
::maneuvers into line with the rest of the new officers::

Host CO_Grant says:
::shakes hands with new crew members and wishes them luck::

EsShere says:
::standing next to Wall:: Wall: They look like a good bunch do they not.. ?

CEOLefler says:
OPS: IS she still on the starbase?

CMO_Matt says:
::smiles again, wondering about who the Captain really is::

ENG_Macph says:
::shakes the Capt's hand::

TO_Hawkes says:
CO: Thanks

FCO_Wall says:
Shere: yes they do

CMO_Matt says:
::This will take some getting used too.::

CMO_Matt says:
CO: Thank you, sir.

OpsLynam says:
CEO: yes, she will be for a week or so.  You oughta go say hi.

MO_Lea says:
::shakes hands with the CO::

Host CO_Grant says:
Mr.Wall: you may take your charges off to get settled. Perhaps with so many new persons , a reception of sorts would be in order

EO_Pax says:
:::as he reads::Self:wow interesting....

CEOLefler says:
OPS: I'll make sure to invite her to the party. Did you see the new MO?

CMO_Matt says:
::smiles a little bit. reception...::

EsShere says:
::nods at the Captain:;CO: I can assist Wall sir, if you would like

MO_Lea says:
::wonders how a new ens. got CMO for his first post::

OpsLynam says:
CEO: Was he one of those new guys that whisked through here?

ENG_Macph says:
::feels very welcomed::

Host CO_Grant says:
CNS: Fine, Fine, I will attend

CEOLefler says:
OPS: No the cute girl!

OpsLynam says:
:;Grins::

MO_Lea says:
::gets a strange senstion::

Host CO_Grant says:
MR.wall: Mr.Wall, if you please I need a moment with MR.lynam

OpsLynam says:
CEO: Guess I've been in the brig too long, didn't notice her.

CMO_Matt says:
CO: Sir, if I could have the opporutnity to speak with you on the medical stasis of this vessel...

FCO_Wall says:
CO: agreed, I will go get a room from the SB ready

CMO_Matt says:
::trying to sort out a jumble of thoughts with things to do::

EsShere says:
::nods her head towards the door:: Wall: Shall we?

Host CO_Grant says:
CMO: In the morning

CEOLefler says:
OPS: Anyways. I need ot get my EO acquainted. I'll see if I can get you out for the party

FCO_Wall says:
Shere: yes lets go

CMO_Matt says:
CO: Thank you, sir.

FCO_Wall says:
::exits RR::

OpsLynam says:
CEO: Thanks chief.

MO_Lea says:
::wait to be shown to her quarters::

CMO_Matt says:
::looks to MO::MO: I suppose we should escort ourselves now.

EO_Pax says:
:::picks up a trashy romance novel "Orion Slave Girl Weekend"::::

Host CO_Grant says:
*Mr.Lynam*: IN here now!

EO_Pax says:
self:Oooh

EsShere says:
::beside Officer wall:: Wall: Is something bothering you? I have spken to you at least twice today and you sem in another world

CEOLefler says:
FCO: If you don't mind I would like to take my EO away from you now. I'll let him go to his quarters......eventuallu :)

EsShere says:
<spoken>

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: Security escorts Mr.Lynam to the RR

OpsLynam says:
:;Thinks "Uh oh, here it comes."::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: agreed go ahead

Host CO_Grant says:
:: Resits as Mr.Lynam enters room:;

CMO_Matt says:
::exits the RR with the MO::

ENG_Macph says:
::uh oh!::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Exits RR::

CMO_Matt says:
MO: Let's find your room then.

OpsLynam says:
:;Enters RR comes to attention::

MO_Lea says:
::Looks  around:: CMO: I suppose so... ::leaves with CMO::

EO_Pax says:
::::reads the novel pretty fast "Wow can that actually be done?":::

FCO_Wall says:
Shere: im sorry

Host CO_Grant says:
MR.Lynam: At ease

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: ::securty stands outside the RR::

CMO_Matt says:
MO: I'd like to get to sick bay as soon as possible...I'm not sure about the readibility of this vessel.

CEOLefler says:
EO: Ensign Macpherson. Your with me.

CEOLefler says:
ALL/Lea: I'll see you at the party tonight. :)

MO_Lea says:
CMO: Thanks. Good idea...

ENG_Macph says:
CEO: Aye sir

Host CO_Grant says:
Lynam: do you have any idea the amount of trouble you have caused me?

CMO_Matt says:
MO: It's been awhile since they've had Doctors aboard. ::smiles a little::

CSOPoulos says:
::watches intently at what is happening at/in the RR::

OpsLynam says:
::Stands at ease, though not really "at ease"::

EsShere says:
Wall: No need for sorry.. I see you are distracted. Lets plan the party shall we? Dress or.. casual uniform?

CMO_Matt says:
::nods to the CEO, and moves towards the turbolift::

CEOLefler says:
::Walks to TL2 with Macpherson in tow::

ENG_Macph says:
:: grabs bags"

MO_Lea says:
CMO: That's what I heard.

CMO_Matt says:
::steps into turbolift::

CMO_Matt says:
MO: Where to first?

FCO_Wall says:
Shere: casual

ENG_Macph says:
::follows CEO::

EO_Pax says:
::::looks over the novel::::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Looks for CTO. Not seeing CTO, heads for TL::

EsShere says:
::nods at him:: Wall: sounds good.. I know a few people on the starbase.. lets go and pick a room

CEOLefler says:
::Enters TL2:: COMP: Main Engineering!

MO_Lea says:
CMO: I'd like to find my quarters. I'll feel a little more comfortable then. ::smiles::

ENG_Macph says:
::enters TL2;;

EO_Pax says:
self:hmmm this would make a good Holosuite programe::::thinks "heck I have access to the Starbases's Holosuites"::::

Host CO_Grant says:
Lynam: I have decided not to have you courts-martialed. However I have decided that you need a first hand lesson on the consequences of violent actions. Hence I am assigning you an extra week on the Starbase to process claims resulting from our war with the Dominion.

TO_Hawkes says:
::Exists TL, heads for quarters::

CMO_Matt says:
::smiles back:: TL: Computer, deck four.

CEOLefler says:
EOMac: A few rules I have learned I need. Any projects you may want to have I need to be informed about. ::thinks about nanites::

FCO_Wall says:
Shere: ::smiles:: great ::enters TL::

OpsLynam says:
:;Grimaces::

CMO_Matt says:
::stands quietly with head bowed as the turbolift descends quickly::

Host CO_Grant says:
Lynam: The Starbase commander has more details awaiting you there.

EO_Pax says:
::::turns off the PADD:::

EsShere says:
::enters with him standing up against the rail::

ENG_Macph says:
CEO: Aye sir

CMO_Matt says:
::steps out into the hall once the tl comes to a stop::

CEOLefler says:
::Walks into ME. Sees Pax::

Host CO_Grant says:
Lynam: Do you understand me?

TO_Hawkes says:
::Enters quarters, and runs to replicator::

EO_Pax says:
:::stands at attention:::

CMO_Matt says:
MO: I think yours is right down here. :: walks down the hall past his own quarters::

OpsLynam says:
CO:Yes sir!

ENG_Macph says:
::behind CEO::

MO_Lea says:
::thinks 'maybe this ship won't be so bad' and exits TL following CMO::

FCO_Wall says:
Shere: actually I am in shock mock CO Grant just offer me XO of the Delphyne and I accepted

CMO_Matt says:
MO: Here, one of the last rooms in the immediate area.

Host CO_Grant says:
OPs: You may use your own quarters aboard the Delphyne this week

CEOLefler says:
EOMac: Other than that just do your job and don't whine. You do that we'll get along fine. Now I'll leave you with Mr. Pax. He will tell you what your duties are before he leaves himself

EsShere says:
::silence in hte TL, she wonders if anything is troubling the young man. Exits the TL and heads for the station::

CMO_Matt says:
::smiles and motions for her to enter::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: instead of your cell

TO_Hawkes says:
Replicator: One uniform, Tactical branch, to my specifications... thank you.

CMO_Matt says:
MO: I'll come past your room in a few minutes if you'd like to come with me down to sick bay?

ENG_Macph says:
CEO: aye

MO_Lea says:
CMO:Thanks. I'll see you in sickbay later...? ::Enters her room::

EsShere says:
WAll: oh.. ::turns back to him:: Wall: well congratulations ::smiles nad extends her hand::

OpsLynam says:
CO: Thank you sir.

CEOLefler says:
PAX: He's all yours. I'll see you at the party tonight. Don't you dare leave without a final goodbye

MO_Lea says:
CMO:sure!

EO_Pax says:
:::waits for the CEO to leave:::

EO_Pax says:
CEO:I wouldnt do that

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: you may attend the reception for new crew but at 0630 hours tomorrow a not very merry band of Klingons and Norsicans are waiting for you.

CMO_Matt says:
::smiles, and turns to walk to his own quarters::

CEOLefler says:
::Nods to New and Old EO:: Gentelmen.

TO_Hawkes says:
::Throws off Hawaiian shirt and Burmuda Shorts::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Dismissed

CEOLefler says:
::Turns around and heads  out of ME::

FCO_Wall says:
Shere: thanks ::extends hand:: Im also wondering whats going to happen with Lynam

ENG_Macph says:
CEO: sir ::nods::

CMO_Matt says:
::enters quarters and stops in the doorway, quickly taking in everything within the room::

CMO_Matt says:
Self: Nice.

OpsLynam says:
::Comes to attention:: yes sir.  May I say something sir?

TO_Hawkes says:
::Pulls on uniform, and sighs:: Self: Ahhh, more like it!

EO_Pax says:
ENG:You duties for now are to make sure all systems are operational before the Delphyne departs from SB 191

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: You may speak

CMO_Matt says:
::a rush of emotions assault him, but he takes a deep breath and takes a stroll around the room::

CSOPoulos says:
::updates the Del science database from the Starbase::"

MO_Lea says:
::finds her bags and with a sigh, begins to put her luggage away::

ENG_Macph says:
EO: aye

EO_Pax says:
ENG:Now for my number 1 standing order and from what I expect from you

EsShere says:
Wall: I am sure the Captain is doing his duty on that one.. am not sure what I would do in this case. a lot of feelings besides loyality to Starfleet are involved

EO_Pax says:
ENG:Remember to always have fun at your job and do your best

CMO_Matt says:
::moves to bags at the floor besides the door and picks them up, moving over to the bed::


CEOLefler says:
*EO* Oh yes. Mr Pax. remember to let Mr Macpherson get settled into his quarters before you out him to work

OpsLynam says:
::Gives a slight smile:; CO: Capatin Spencer is looking forward to seeing you while your here.

Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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